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Securing Surface Transportation Through Awareness and Reporting
TSA’s First Observer Plus™ is a security awareness training program designed to promote surface transportation 
security within the United States. Its mission is to increase security awareness of frontline transportation professionals 
by providing training to recognize suspicious activity that may be related to terrorism, to assess what they see, and 
methods for reporting their observations. Its message is simple: “Observe, Assess, and Report suspicious activities.”

The First Observer Plus™ program was developed in support of a national strategy to mitigate the risk associated 
with surface transportation through security awareness training. Originally introduced in 2008 as First Observer™ 
the latest iteration includes revised and updated training content that has been expanded to include all modes of 
surface transportation.

Eligible Candidates

First Observer Plus™ training is offered online or can be delivered in a group or classroom setting, facilitated free of 
charge by TSA, at industry conferences, company facilities, or other transportation venues.

Both online and group facilitated training modules are currently available for the following industries:

General Surface Transportation General Trucking

Hazardous Materials Trucking Food & Agriculture Trucking

School Bus Over-the-Road Bus

Vehicle Rental General Parking

Parking/Large Venues Highway Workers

Mass Transit/Passenger Rail Mass Transit Law Enforcement

Pipelines Freight Rail*

Maritime*

*Only available in group classroom settings



Mission

Through First Observer Plus™, participants receive an understanding 
of what may constitute a terrorist threat within their transportation 
work environment. The training program explores the justifications and 
motives offered by terrorists, identifies various stages and processes 
often employed in the planning and execution of a terrorist act, and 
teaches the participant to recognize and report potential indicators. 

Application

1. Training is offered at the request of industry partners and in support 
for National Special Security Events and Special Event Assessment 
Rating Initiatives

2. Training is provided as a risk mitigation activity through 
stakeholder engagement

3. First Observer Plus™ may be provided in conjunction with the TSA 
BASE, EXIS, and/or SETA programs to enhanc e a stakeholder’s 
security posture

4. TSA trains select industry partners to provide First Observer Plus™ 
training to their company employees

Community Engagement

For more information about the First Observer Plus Program™ or to 
receive training, visit www.tsa.gov/firstobserver. 

Participation in the program provides the necessary training as well 
as the encouragement and empowerment needed for millions of U.S. 
transportation professionals to become active contributors in the spirit 
of the Department of Homeland Security’s “If You See Something, 
Say Something™” campaign.
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